
Call for Proposals  
for the JMU Theatre and Dance  

2019-2020 Mainstage Theatre Season: 
 

Who:   Anyone: students from all majors (Dance, Musical Theatre, Theatre, and non-STAD majors), faculty, 

staff, patrons, etc. – can submit proposals for plays and musicals for the 2019-20 season. 
 

 

When:  Due by 5:00 PM, Thursday, September 13th, 2018. 

 

Where:   Online: Submit proposal forms electronically via our website: 

https://www.jmu.edu/theatredance/play-selection-proposal.shtml   
 

How:   Complete the Form: Complete the proposal form electronically.  Incomplete proposals will not be 

considered.  Everything must fit on the proposal form; no attached pages please.   
 

Why:   Collaborative Inclusiveness: This is your chance to have a voice in our selection process for the 

2019-2020 season.  All completed proposals will be considered. 
 

What:   Works and approaches that relate to the season anchor/theme and that help fulfill the season 

selection goals: 
 

Anchor/Theme: Borders/Borderlands  
Works: We are interested in proposed works that address, express, and relate to the idea of borders and the 

“territory” that encompasses each side of them, borderlands.  Such works might include but are not limited 

to the ideas and actions of  

  physical or internal borders, transgressed borders, self-imposed borders, border as entrapment 

and/or exclusion, as a marker of inclusion, as identity and social definition, as access or 

gatekeeper, border as crossing or restriction, binaries, frontiers, rigidity, border/borderlands as 

liminal spaces, border as definition, people as borders, or other borders and borderlands 

connections not listed here. 

Please consider plays with the following qualities: overall reduced production requirements, high 

proportion of opportunities for females, roles written for a diverse population. 
 

 

Conceptual Approaches: We also welcome proposals that may articulate a way of producing a work that is 

compelling and may illuminate the theme/anchor.  How, for example might a work be produced in a way 

that explores the theme? How might a production method enable a “classic” work to speak strikingly to 

current social, political, or artistic interests? 

Goals and Values: We are interested in proposed works that help fulfill a broad range of objectives.   
 

  The goals and values of the STAD in selecting seasons are to foster 

 A variety of styles/genres/forms/aesthetics/configurations of work with an eye toward inclusivity and global 

awareness 

 Diverse and/or socially proportionate demographics 

 Connections between curriculum and production as well as communities beyond the STAD (other 

disciplines, local and regional communities, etc.) 

 The development and production of new work 

 A variety of verbal and physical languages  

 Work that is artistically current and thematically relevant  

 A number and variety of opportunities for risk and challenge 

Each Season Selection committee is responsible for considering and determining the season of the year 

under consideration relative to the four years’ seasons each student will experience in the attempt to meet 

all of the goals below and provide variety over the course of a student’s time in the program. 

 
 

Thank you. We look forward to receiving your proposals! 

School of Theatre and Dance Season Selection Committee 

https://www.jmu.edu/theatredance/play-selection-proposal.shtml


 

 

 
 

The season list below is a reminder of the shows and types of works produced in recent Mainstage seasons that 

will inform the season selection committee’s considerations for the 2019-20 season. Especially significant will be 

the 2016-19 seasons. 
 

2015-19 Seasons 
2018-2019 

 Intimate Apparel    

 She Kills Monsters   

 American Idiot    

 Sotoba Komachi     

2017-2018 
 Equus     

 School for Scandal   

 Parade     

 Stained Glass     

2016-2017 
 Serpentine Pink    

 The Tempest   

 Guys and Dolls    

 Picnic      

2015-2016 
 Anton in Show Business   

 Sakuntala    

 Wild Party     

 Pretty Theft    

 


